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Abstract 

 
In this thesis, the interplay of magic and humanity in V. E. Schwab’s Shades of Magic trilogy 

is examined with a focus on how these concepts are perceived in relation to power. By 

establishing the history of the worlds in which the story takes place, a solid base for the status 

of magic within different societies was established, which then allowed for character analysis 

to take place. Characters and their actions were then analyzed with the goal of determining 

whether their true powers stemmed from magical abilities or human qualities. For the 

purposes of contrast, the two characters chosen were Holland Vosjik-the most powerful 

magician in existence- and Rhy Maresh, a crown prince unable to wield magic. Character 

agency and overall impact of decisions on the story were taken into account during this 

analysis, and it was then determined which had more effect on a particular moment, magic or 

humanity. In both cases, humanity was found to be the more powerful of the two. It was then 

established that the main antagonist of the series, a magical entity named Osaron, cannot 

identify with human qualities and the ways in which he was ultimately beaten further 

showcased the power humanity holds over magic. Finally, this thesis focused on the 

implications of magic for those born possessing a lot of it, with a focus on the Antari 

magicians. This led to the discovery that for those born into worlds where magic was 

perceived by society as a sign of power, their abilities rendered them powerless when it came 

to controlling their own lives. On the other hand, those born into worlds where magic was no 

more than a myth had more freedom of choice. Therefore, with all of the above taken into 

account, this thesis established that in the Shades of Magic series, humanity is a stronger 

force than magic. 
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1. Introduction 

V. E. Schwab (also known as Victoria Schwab) is a New York Times bestselling author who 

has published 17 novels since her debut, The Near Witch, in 2011 (Schwab “Work”). Among 

her best-known publications is the Shades of Magic series. The three main installments in the 

series are A Darker Shade of Magic (2015), A Gathering of Shadows (2016), and A Conjuring 

of Light (2017), which will be the main source material of this thesis. The trilogy has also 

spawned a prequel series of graphic novels called The Steel Prince which were published 

from 2019 to 2020. A continuation of the series titled Threads of Power has been secured by 

the publishing house Tor (Tor.com), and a movie adaptation of A Darker Shade of Magic is 

in the works (Kroll). 

The story revolves around Kell Maresh, a nearly extinct type of blood magician called 

Antari, who serves the royal family of an empire called Arnes which belongs to a world 

parallel to our own. His duties entail travelling between universes as a messenger of the 

crown which Antari abilities allow him to do. Through a complicated series of events caused 

by old resentment and hunger for power, Kell and his companions become centerpieces in a 

war against magic itself which spreads through the three universes that survived the fall of a 

fourth nearly three centuries ago when travel between the worlds was not restricted (Schwab 

A Darker Shade of Magic 23). 

In terms of genre, the series is an urban fantasy with high fantasy elements, set in the 

early nineteenth century. To better define it as an urban fantasy, the series belongs to the 

strain of the genre in which “urban is a descriptor applied to fantasy” (Irvine 200). A well-

known city, London in this case, is in direct contact with other magical versions of itself. This 

is seen in the four different worlds the Shades of Magic universe encompasses, and how only 

the Antari can travel between them. To better explain this aspect of world-building, it is best 

to go directly to the source material: 

There are four worlds…Think of them as different houses built on the same 

foundation. They have little in common, save for their geography, and the fact that 

each has a version of this city straddling this river on this island country, and in each, 

that city is called London. (Schwab A Darker Shade of Magic 190).  

The worlds are like pieces of paper… stacked on top of each other… You 

have to move in order… Grey London… Red London… White London… And Black. 

(Schwab A Darker Shade of Magic 195). 
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As stated by Schwab in an interview in 2017, one of these worlds—Grey London—is 

intentionally rooted in reality (Alspach), and there is evidence in the text to back up that 

claim. George III was the King of England from 1760–1820 and close to the end of his reign 

he is said to have become both blind and insane. His son George IV ruled as Prince Regent 

from 1811 until his father’s death in 1820 (Johnson). Both of these characters are featured in 

A Darker Shade of Magic and the death of George III occurs at the beginning of A Gathering 

of Shadows (Schwab 110). This allows the exact historical period of the series to be narrowed 

down further. The time period of the series is important to note, as it has an effect on relation 

between worlds with the respect had for a monarchy being much greater at the time. The 

delivering of messages between the crowns of different Londons is the only authorized travel, 

and this opening is what allows the story told within the series to begin unfolding. 

It is within the structure of the worlds that the strain between magic and humanity 

begins, as those who wield more magic are considered more important to communicate with 

than those who have less of it. This can be seen clearly in Queen Emira’s letter to King 

George III which is no more than three sentences of contentless pleasantries (Schwab A 

Darker Shade of Magic 14-15) as opposed to King Maxim‘s referral to White London as 

Red’s “strong neighbor” (Schwab A Darker Shade of Magic 84). The theme of man as lesser 

than magic continues as it is insinuated multiple times throughout the series that those 

without magic are merely human. This then suggests that those who possess it are something 

greater. As an example, before Lila’s magical abilities are awakened, Kell says that despite 

all her bravery she is merely human; “too much flesh and blood and too little power” 

(Schwab A Darker Shade of Magic 325). On the opposite side of the spectrum is a description 

of Kell’s black eye which marks him as Antari. “There was nothing human about that eye. It 

was pure magic” (Schwab A Darker Shade of Magic 22-23). 

But Kell’s eye is not only a mark of magic. Its color distinguishes it as unbalanced 

magic as opposed to balanced magic, which takes on a red color (Schwab A Darker Shade of 

Magic 44). This physical mark can only be found on the Antari and marks them as 

significantly more powerful. Unbalanced magic proves to be the most dangerous force in the 

Shades of Magic universe, first taking on the form of Vitari, a small force of magic trapped in 

a relic of Black London (Schwab A Darker Shade of Magic 122), and then Osaron, an 

incarnation of unbalanced magic (Schwab A Conjuring of Light 78). This is a force that is 

tempting as it offers nearly limitless magic to those who live in a world that deems it a mark 

of great power. 
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Consequently, magic and how it is perceived in relation to power is therefore a major 

theme within the series. It has shaped worlds and mindsets of entire cultures, and even 

reaches a state of being an entity with a will of its own in the form of Osaron (Schwab A 

Conjuring of Light 154). The major characters of the series originate from different worlds, 

so naturally their views on magic clash, and those who have seen multiple worlds and thus 

several perspectives regularly contradict themselves when discussing magic. Despite this, 

there is a consensus among the worlds that are aware of magic’s existence that it is a 

manifestation of power. However, the events that occur and character arcs that unfold in the 

series show that it is those who embrace their humanity who accomplish the greatest feats 

and ultimately extinguish the threat that is posed to the Londons. 
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2.  The four Londons and their magic 
In order to effectively demonstrate how the theme of magic, as a representation of power, 

affects characters of the Shades of Magic universe, it must first be established how magic 

functions within that universe. The history of these worlds must then by extension also be 

considered, as the fall of Black London caused the other worlds to separate from each other. 

Consequently, the inhabitants of the worlds changed, with the people of Grey London 

forgetting about the existence of magic, while those living in White London came to resent 

Red London for isolating itself (Schwab A Darker Shade of Magic 23, 84-85). 

The fall of Black London is undeniably the event that had the most impact on magic 

within the four worlds. It resulted in major restrictions on travel between the worlds, as well 

as discord between them, and is said to have occurred approximately three centuries before 

the events of the series (Schwab A Darker Shade of Magic 190). It is established in the series 

that magic and humanity must sit in balance to coexist, but in Black London’s case, magic 

overthrew and eradicated humanity, causing destruction and corruption, which then caused 

the doors between the worlds to be sealed, allowing only Antari to pass through (Schwab A 

Darker Shade of Magic 190-191). This effort was led by Red London, and its rulers still feel 

immense guilt for sealing off their own world since it left the people of White London to fend 

off the magical plague on their own. Eventually, White London was able to seal Black 

London away and eradicate every shred of it which existed in their world, but by then the 

damage was already done (Schwab A Darker Shade of Magic 84-85). As for the state of 

Black London, it is said that magic cannot thrive without life and so it is commonly believed 

that once sealed off, the magic burned through the city, leaving nothing behind but ashes and 

a ghost story told by inhabitants of other worlds (Schwab A Darker Shade of Magic 192). 

The fall of Black London had a catastrophic effect on its White counterpart. Having 

previously been one of the strongest worlds, outmatched only by Black London, the city 

collapsed into chaos and became “a place torn by violence and power” (Schwab A Darker 

Shade of Magic 84-85, 191). As Black London’s downfall had come from allowing magic to 

dominate over humanity, White London’s view of magic shifted. Instead of treating it as an 

equal, they sought to conquer it, creating the mantra “Power in Dominance” (Schwab A 

Darker Shade of Magic 86). However, this backfired and caused magic to resist, and it slowly 

faded from that world. As described by Kell, “the magic here was bitter and mean, and it bled 

the world’s life and warmth and color, leaching it out of everything and leaving only the pale 

and bloated corpse behind” (Schwab A Darker Shade of Magic 87). Magic then became a 
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scarce resource, leading to an endless battle for power within the city and a brewing 

resentment towards Red London, which had forced White’s hand in sealing itself off from the 

other worlds. 

Red London’s decision to seal itself off had dire consequences for the other worlds, 

but it flourished as a result. Safe from the dangers of Black London, their stance on magic 

became realized as the mantra “Power in Balance. Balance in Power” (Schwab A Darker 

Shade of Magic 86), and magic was treated as an equal rather than something to be 

dominated. This harmony is so powerful that Kell goes as far as to say that red is the color of 

magic in balance, while black is the color of dark magic which dominates. The Isle—Red 

London’s equivalent to Grey’s Thames—is also said to run red, and it serves as the world’s 

source of magical power (Schwab A Darker Shade of Magic 44). All descriptions of the city 

have a certain vibrancy to them which serves as a contrast to drained White and magicless 

Grey. However, the city also has some negative effects to deal with from Black London’s 

fall, which revolve around the monarchy’s guilt and sense of responsibility for White’s fate 

and lead to their continued correspondence (Schwab A Darker Shade of Magic 45). This line 

of communication between the worlds, coupled with actions fueled by resentment caused by 

the results of Black London’s fall, lead to the events of the series and another war against the 

same untamed magic. 

While the other worlds dealt with the effects of Black London’s fall, Grey London’s 

knowledge of magic faded. It is also said that the city only survived due to Red London 

shutting itself in and consequently isolating Grey London from the other worlds. This did not 

have catastrophic consequences for the city like it did for White London, as prior to the fall, 

Grey London hardly possessed any magic anyway (Schwab A Darker Shade of Magic 24). 

However, it is later discovered that magic has not completely vanished from this world. It 

produces a powerful Antari, Lila Bard, who, upon first becoming capable of magic, practices 

it in a way that is similar to her life motto: “if a thing was worth having, it was worth taking” 

(Schwab A Darker Shade of Magic 61). It is also stated by Tieren Serense, the head priest of 

Red London’s Sanctuary, that “no London is truly without magic” (Schwab A Darker Shade 

of Magic 326). Grey London later becomes the hiding place of the Inheritor—a device meant 

for transferring and storing magic (Schwab, A Conjuring of Light 260-261)—which contains 

Osaron’s power after he is defeated (Schwab, A Conjuring of Light 594). The city that has 

mostly forgotten the existence of magic thus plays a key factor in keeping the universe safe 

from it. 
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The discord between Red and White London is the main force which comes into play 

over the course of the series as nearly all major events can be traced back to the resentment 

that was born out of Red London closing their doors. Astrid and Athos Dane—the main 

antagonists of A Darker Shade of Magic—hail from White London, and their thirst for power 

leads them to try to take over Red London, even though they themselves cannot travel 

between worlds. They are unsatisfied with the state of their own world, and thus Astrid 

attempts to branch out and momentarily succeeds by praying on Prince Rhy’s weakness, 

tricking him into a possession spell under the guise that it will strengthen his magic (Schwab 

A Darker Shade of Magic 293-294, 393). Later in the series, Holland’s motivations for setting 

Osaron free on Red London stem from his desire to keep his own world safe (Schwab A 

Gathering of Shadows 337-338), and his justification is that in the past Red London doomed 

others to keep itself safe (Schwab A Conjuring of Light 100). Holland reasons that he can 

hardly be blamed, as risking another world’s safety for the sake of his own is precisely what 

the monarchs of Red London did when they sealed their gates and doomed White London 

(Schwab A Conjuring of Light 100). Therefore, it can be said with certainty that the history 

and its effects on the worlds, especially White London, is the pre-existing conflict which 

shapes the story, and its resolution is one of the more powerful moments of the series. 
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3. The power of humanity 
While magic plays a big role in what the characters of the series are able to accomplish, it can 

be argued that the moments that have significant impact on the story and the reader are those 

defined by humanity. Kell does not defeat Athos Dane by overpowering him with magic, but 

by outsmarting him and goading him into causing his own destruction (Schwab A Darker 

Shade of Magic 365). Astrid Dane is then rooted out of her disguise as Lila, not by magical 

means, but because Kell knows Lila well enough to know for sure she would never say 

‘please’, despite only having met her a few days earlier (Schwab A Darker Shade of Magic 

371). Furthermore, Osaron–who is the greatest threat faced over the course of the series—is 

defeated by Holland giving up his own magic to trap him (Schwab A Conjuring of Light 572-

573). While vanquishing the antagonists in these ways are certainly impressive feats, they are 

nevertheless mere steps to be taken to reshape worlds, which is precisely what is 

accomplished in other ways close to the series’ end. 

There are numerous instances throughout the series where magic and humanity are 

established as being opposite to each other, with the description of Kell’s black eye as having 

nothing human about it as it is made of pure magic being the most prominent one (Schwab A 

Darker Shade of Magic 22-23). With the emphasis the worlds place on magic as a 

manifestation of power, it should be easy to state that magic is the force which drives the 

biggest moments of the series, but that is not the case. It is humanity and human desire that 

shape characters and ultimately lead to story- and world-changing moments occurring. 

Human qualities are what lead numerous major characters of the series to seek to accomplish 

their internal goals, which then end up having the most impact. To examine this from the 

perspective of those perceived powerful and powerless in terms of magical abilities, it is 

interesting to look at Holland Vosijk and Rhy Maresh and how they contrast. Holland is the 

most powerful Antari—and by extension the most powerful magician—in existence, as 

demonstrated when he fights Kell (Schwab A Darker Shade of Magic 171-174). Rhy, 

however, possesses little magic and is unable to wield it reliably (Schwab A Darker Shade of 

Magic 78-83). Therefore, when measured on this scale of power, he is the weakest of the 

main cast of characters despite his standing as the Crown Prince of Arnes. These two 

characters do not have much in common, but as they develop agency, they begin to shape the 

story and consequently their worlds in ways other characters cannot. 

Character agency is a term not easily defined, but within the context of fantasy 

literature, it has been defined as a character possessing the following qualities: they are able 
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to act in their environment, they are capable of making impactful decisions, and they must 

demonstrate that they are able to affect the story with their actions (Ödlund). In A Darker 

Shade of Magic, neither Holland nor Rhy possess much agency, but as the series progresses, 

they are given opportunities to grow and carve their own paths though they certainly have 

some stumbles along the way. It is with this growing agency that their choices and actions 

begin to have real impact on the world around them, and thus their non-magical powers are 

given a chance to blossom. 

3.1 Holland Vosijk 

Holland Vosijk is the major representative of White London in the series. Like Kell, he is an 

Antari, but Holland’s path and experience with magic and power is vastly different from his 

Red London counterpart. He is older than Kell, and Antari magic seems to come to him 

innately as he knows significantly more than Kell about blood magic despite having no 

mentor to guide him. Instead, he describes the blood commands as treasures buried in his 

mind that he has found (Schwab A Conjuring of Light 356). As stated above, he is also the 

stronger Antari of the two and thus the most powerful magician to exist in all the Londons. 

Something to note about Holland before discussing his development is the fact that 

the story is never told from his point of view in A Darker Shade of Magic. Instead, the reader 

is forced to rely on other characters’ perceptions of Holland, which are shown to be skewed 

once Holland has the chance to narrate his scenes in A Conjuring of Light. Examples of this 

include him telling Kell he has always been magic’s slave rather than master (Schwab A 

Conjuring of Light 149), and when Lila is forced to face the frustrating reality that even 

though Holland killed the only person she had a genuine connection with in Grey London, he 

is not as morally corrupt as she initially believes him to be (Schwab A Conjuring of Light 

387). It is not until events are put into his own perspective that the real character of Holland 

can be seen. Since Holland’s own description of events is missing from the first book, which 

marks the end of his enslavement to the Danes, a majority of what he says and does during 

the events of A Darker Shade of Magic cannot be fully trusted unless it is mentioned again 

later. A Gathering of Shadows marks the beginning of his relationship with Osaron and even 

though this installment invites the reader into Holland’s head, he is still under the influence of 

another entity (Schwab A Gathering of Shadows 200-201). A Conjuring of Light then 

encompasses what could be called Holland’s redemption arc, though it mostly brings the 

reader to an understanding of his motivations and who he was prior to enduring severe 

trauma. 
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The White London motto “Power in Dominance” is reflected in Holland’s own view 

of magic. In a fight with Kell, he states that Red London’s belief that magic is a companion is 

wrong, and that those who wield magic are either its master or slave (Schwab A Darker 

Shade of Magic 172). However, in A Conjuring of Light, he admits to Kell that he has “only 

ever been its slave” (149). Despite having proven himself to be the most capable magician of 

all four worlds, Holland does not consider himself powerful due to his Antari magic. On the 

contrary, it is because he is able to wield blood magic that he has been forced down a path 

that has not been carved by his own agency, but by the choices of those around him who seek 

to gain something by using him. Therefore, his insistence that he is magic’s slave is not too 

far off, as it is the existence of his powers that rob him of his life choices and consequently 

his agency. In that sense, he has had very little control over his own life which is directly 

caused by his magical abilities, and he goes as far as to say that his power has never brought 

him anything but pain (Schwab A Conjuring of Light 317). 

The first time this is shown to happen is shortly after Holland’s powers begin to 

manifest when his brother tries to kill him in a desperate attempt to take his magic (Schwab A 

Conjuring of Light 143). Nearly ten years later, his girlfriend who he has made a life with 

attempts to assassinate him (Schwab A Conjuring of Light 216). Finally, when the Danes take 

over White London, Holland is taken alive due to his powers and forced to watch his greatest 

friend die in his arms and there is nothing his magic can do to save him (Schwab A Conjuring 

of Light 378). His will is then bound by Athos Dane’s curse and what little control he had 

over his own life is promptly taken from him (A Conjuring of Light 381-383). These 

individuals mark the last of his family, his last love, and his last meaningful friendship, and 

the existence of Holland’s magic can thus be said to have caused these events which severed 

him from influences in his life which boosted his humanity rather than his magic. 

While under the rule of the Danes, Holland has no control over his actions, but he 

does still keep his mind (Schwab A Conjuring of Light 381). In order to maintain an illusion 

of choice, he keeps track of all the people he has killed, separating them into before and after 

he was in service to the Dane siblings, and he counts them every day (Schwab A Conjuring of 

Light 208, 387). This little sliver of power he is able to grant himself keeps him sane, but it 

has nothing to do with magical abilities. The first step Holland takes towards making a choice 

that is his own is when he allows Kell to land a killing blow when the two fight near the end 

of A Darker Shade of Magic (Schwab 341). This scene is written from Kell’s point of view 

but taking into account Holland’s clear superiority from their previous fights and his 

nonchalant request to be executed in A Conjuring of Light (Schwab 210), there is evidence to 
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suggest this was the intention. Even though this choice is grim, it reflects the point that in that 

moment, power comes from the choice of not using magic, as Holland deliberately fails to 

reach for it to protect himself. 

In A Gathering of Shadows, Holland gives up his newfound freedom from the Danes 

to make a deal with Osaron, offering his body as a host in exchange for seeing magic restored 

to his world (Schwab A Gathering of Shadows 200-201). This is undeniably a point in 

Holland’s character arc where he falters by relying on magic to save his world, which it 

ultimately proves to be incapable of as it drains upon Osaron’s departure (Schwab A 

Conjuring of Light 603). When confronted about this bargain by Kell, Holland explains that it 

was the hope that he was still capable of doing something good for his world, the only thing 

he ever wanted to do with his powers, that drove him to make the deal (Schwab A Conjuring 

of Light 210). He also states that before his goals shifted to killing the Danes, “the only thing 

that kept [him] going was the hope that [he] was Antari for a reason” (Schwab A Conjuring of 

Light 209). 

This desire to better his world is what drives Holland, and it becomes more apparent 

throughout A Conjuring of Light as his backstory is revealed. In White London, there exists a 

tale of a ruler strong enough “to force the power back into the veins of the world and revive 

it” (Schwab A Darker Shade of Magic 89). In this case, the power referred to is magic. 

Holland grew up on these stories and, at some point, believed that he might be the ruler that 

would return magic to his world, but once enslaved by the Danes he lost faith in the stories 

(Schwab A Gathering of Shadows 255). Before his involvement with the White London 

monarchy, he had even gone so far as to pour his blood into the Siljt, White London’s 

Thames, in the hope it would restore a sliver of magic to his world (Schwab A Conjuring of 

Light 315). It is while he is possessed by Osaron that Holland is able to pour magic back into 

his world (Schwab A Gathering of Shadows 255-256). However, it is not restored but 

borrowed, and it seeps out after Osaron’s magic is sealed away (Schwab A Conjuring of Light 

603). 

After losing his magic, Holland begins to dream of his brother, lover, and friend who 

he lost to the violent struggle for power in White London. He sees them in various locations 

in White London that are more vibrant than ever described before, and they all tell him that 

“the king is coming” (Schwab A Conjuring of Light 598). Holland returns to White London 

and as he draws his last breath and dies a peaceful, human death in the Silver Wood, the 

world around him breathes in for the first time in a long while (Schwab A Conjuring of Light 

621). At this point, Holland has no magic left in him, and yet he accomplishes his biggest 
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goal that no one else has gotten close to doing. Although it is never outright said, the events 

leading up to this moment heavily insinuate that with his dying breath, Holland restores 

magic to White London, therefore impacting the world significantly (Schwab A Conjuring of 

Light 621). 

3.2 Rhy Maresh 
Rhy Maresh is one of the few relevant characters in the series who barely possess any magic, 

and the power imbalance between him and other characters is notable at the beginning of the 

series. As it progresses, however, he grows into a greater force as he comes to the realization 

that there is more to power than magical abilities. The Rhy who storms Osaron’s palace alone 

(Schwab A Conjuring of Light 533-536) is not the same prince who was fooled into being 

mind-controlled by the Danes (Schwab A Darker Shade of Magic 393). This realization that 

his lack of magic does not make him weak is one of the greatest moments of growth 

throughout the series, and thus extremely relevant when discussing the interplay of magic and 

humanity. 

Rhy’s lack of magic disturbs him immensely as he, like many of his subjects, 

perceives himself as weak for not being strong enough to wield it. This is then magnified by 

his position as the crown prince of an empire (Schwab A Darker Shade of Magic 393). It is 

this vulnerability that the Danes exploit in order to try to take over Red London from a world 

away by giving Rhy a necklace that puts him under Astrid’s influence under the guise of it 

strengthening him and, by extension, his affinity for magic (Schwab A Darker Shade of 

Magic 293, 393). Rhy is ashamed that it works, claiming that he knew better once the 

situation has been resolved, but his internal struggle is still clear upon the ending of the first 

book (Schwab A Darker Shade of Magic 393). 

As this struggle is shown in A Darker Shade of Magic, Kell constantly assures his 

brother that his lack of magical prowess is not something to be ashamed of. When the two of 

them have a conversation after the Danes have been dealt with and Rhy regains 

consciousness after dying and being brought back to life, Kell states that “magic does not 

make people strong” and that Rhy has the love of his people which he considers significantly 

more valuable (Schwab A Darker Shade of Magic 394). This statement must be questioned, 

however, as it comes from Kell who is viewed with fearful awe by the people of Red London, 

which is a fact he cannot stand (Schwab A Darker Shade of Magic 47). The two brothers are 

opposite to each other in this way. Kell has magic and desires the normalcy and freedom that 

comes from being without it (Schwab A Darker Shade of Magic 47), and Rhy has all the joys 
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that being magicless gives him, but he desires magic to be viewed as a respectable ruler 

(Schwab A Darker Shade of Magic 394). By looking closely at the desires of both brothers, 

the value of both magic and humanity in the form of normalcy can be seen clearly. 

It is during Osaron’s siege of Red London that Rhy finally gets put to the test as a 

leader, magicless and utterly human. When a magical fog claims most of the citizens and 

turns them into mindless subjects of Osaron, Rhy is the one to advocate for rescue parties to 

be sent out to look for those who survived the fog with their own will intact. He also insists 

on doing so himself, claiming that though he might not have magic he does have a purpose 

(Schwab A Conjuring of Light 197). When his parents object, wanting to shelter him from the 

danger, he goes on to say: 

I will not let them think the Maresh have abandoned them. I will not hide within a 

warded palace when I can walk without fear through those streets. When I can remind 

our people that they are not alone, that I am fighting with them, for them. When I may 

be struck down but rise again and in so doing show them the immortality of hope. 

That is what I can do for my city, and I will gladly do it. (Schwab A Conjuring of 

Light 198). 

This emphasis on Rhy wanting to be a beacon of hope shows the moment where he stops 

defining his power as his lack of magic and begins to use his other skills shaped by his 

upbringing and humanity to help in all the ways he knows how. This is also where Rhy first 

shows real character agency as he makes a decision that shapes the story and leads him down 

a path of continuing to make choices that directly affect the plot, such as when he storms 

Osaron’s palace (Schwab A Conjuring of Light 533-536). 

         Going into the city and rescuing survivors is also how Rhy earns the respect of his 

people. This is especially important as his desire for magic has always been colored with the 

context of needing to possess it to be a strong ruler, and the lack of respect from all his 

subjects has stemmed from him not proving himself. For example, while out in the city, Rhy 

rescues a woman who asks him if anyone has ever told him that he resembles the Prince of 

Arnes (Schwab A Conjuring of Light 221). Being the crown prince, Rhy’s face should be well 

known by his people, but it tells a great deal that the woman does not recognize him in the 

context of an armored savior risking himself to save his people. There is also a man who is 

determined to die at the hands of those afflicted by the fog, and he curses the royals and the 

“spoiled prince” when Lila tells him he can go to the palace for safety. When Lila proceeds to 

tell him off and informs him of what Rhy is doing, risking himself to save his people, the 

man’s mind is apparently changed (Schwab A Conjuring of Light 205-206). So, by doing 
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what he can for his city despite his lack of magic, Rhy is able to begin the process of gaining 

the respect of his people which is what he desires. 

Rhy’s journey towards earning respect from a world that perceives magic as power is 

started by fighting against an evil force of unbalanced magic with nothing but his humanity. 

His development from being a prince fooled into possession in a desperate attempt to gain the 

strength to wield magic in A Darker Shade of Magic to the king who became a beacon of 

hope for his people in A Conjuring of Light emphasizes the value of humanity as opposed to 

magic, and thus makes his character arc all the more powerful. This reliance on human 

qualities to establish the respect of a magical world sets Rhy apart from what he would have 

been had he simply been able to perform magic, and it is even insinuated that his insistence 

on being with his people through the siege forms a myth (Schwab A Conjuring of Light 469-

470). He is thus able to gain the respect of his people, which is the biggest reason why he is 

bothered by his lack of magic in the first place. 

         During the siege of Red London, Rhy is given space to evolve, and there is an 

interesting way in which his past and his future tugging on him are manifested in magicless 

rulers from the other two kingdoms which occupy the same world as Arnes. The Veskan 

Princess Cora fulfills the role of Rhy’s previous demons whispering to him about his magical 

shortcomings, and the Faroan Lord Sol-in-Ar is another man in a position of power who does 

not have magic but embraces his other skills. After the assassination of Queen Emira and the 

attempted assassination of King Maxim, Rhy confronts Cora, who orchestrated the whole 

ordeal, and demands to know what her reasoning was. She goes on to say that the two of 

them are similar. They possess little magic, but they make do with other skills they have to be 

seen as strong, though Cora mentions cunning, seduction, charm, and strategy as her qualities 

of choice (Schwab A Conjuring of Light 495). To contrast, Sol-in-Ar is also without magic, 

but his qualities are reflected in sensibility (Schwab A Conjuring of Light 500). The moment 

where Rhy denies Cora’s claim that they are the same is symbolic of him denying what his 

inner demons have told him and stepping into his future as a ruler without magic. 

         Finally, Rhy never reaches the conclusion himself that he is a better ruler due to his 

lack of magic, but there are two instances in the series where other characters suggest it. The 

prior comes from Kell, who thinks to himself that “magic made rulers worse, not better” 

(Schwab A Darker Shade of Magic 53). The second come from the sailor Lenos, who 

explains why some people are born without magic in the following way: 

Magic was a river carving its course, picking who to flow through and who to bend 

around, and for those it bent around, well, there was a reason for that, too. For one 
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thing, they tended to have a better view of the water from the bank. (Schwab A 

Conjuring of Light 444). 

It is therefore established that Rhy’s lack of magic is in actuality one of his greatest strengths, 

as it forces him to wield his humanity and consequently gives him a better view of the world, 

making him better suited to rule an empire. 

3.3 Magic and humanity 

Having established that humanity is capable of feats that magic cannot accomplish, it is 

worthwhile to also examine how the two interact, and how this relationship is connected to 

power. There exists a myth in Red London, known as the Origin of the Magician: 

Magic and Man were brothers… only they had nothing in common, for each’s 

strength was the other’s weakness. And so one day, Magic made a blessed thread, and 

tied itself to Man, so tightly that the thread cut into their skin… and from that day, 

they shared their best and worst, their strength and weakness… Magic gave so much 

to Man, and Man so much to Magic, that their edges blurred, and their threads all 

tangled, and now they can’t be pulled apart. They’re bound together… life to life. 

Halves of a whole. If anyone tried to pull them apart, they’d both unravel. (Schwab A 

Conjuring of Light 126). 

This is spoken about in the context of the magical bond that has tied Rhy’s life to Kell’s in 

order to keep him alive, but it also has relevance to how magic functions within the universe 

in relation to man. 

         With this emphasis on man and magic as one unit, it makes sense that Osaron’s 

biggest weakness is that without people to create the chaos he feeds on or a body strong 

enough to hold him, he is unable to reach his full potential for power (Schwab A Conjuring of 

Light 497). Magic is reliant on man, and without humanity it cannot function effectively. 

Without man, magic is not whole. Moreover, Osaron’s main internal struggle can also be 

related to this as he has a hard time defining himself, going back and forth between god and 

king which can be viewed as substitute terms for magic and man. Osaron insists that he is a 

king (Schwab A Conjuring of Light 515) but he also rages against the term when it is 

suggested he needs a human vessel to truly be king and instead labels himself a god (Schwab 

A Conjuring of Light 255). He also goes through moments where he perceives himself as both 

(Schwab A Conjuring of Light 289), but he is always more attached to the idea of being king, 

which is undeniably the more human-adjacent option of the two. 
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         However, the humans consider Osaron nothing more than a demon of sorts, one that is 

formed by magic being made incarnate (Schwab A Conjuring of Light 78). Osaron’s standing 

as a magical force is also proven to be factual as it is stated that magic cannot be killed, as 

opposed to people who can (Schwab A Gathering of Shadows 197). Therefore, despite his 

twisted longing to be a king, or human, if the terms are swapped out, he cannot, because by 

design, magic has nothing in common with man, and without that harmony they cannot 

coexist. Osaron’s standing as a magical force is also established through his attempted 

takeover of Red London, where he attempts to gain control of the minds of the population 

and does so rather effectively (Schwab A Conjuring of Light 84-87). In this instance, he 

becomes a force that directly opposes humanity and establishes himself as a contrast to it. 

The people who are able to survive Osaron’s magic and emerge with their own will intact, 

termed Silvers, are also an example of how humanity can be stronger than magic as it is sheer 

force of will and their own qualities that allow them to do so (Schwab A Conjuring of Light 

201). 

         To further separate Osaron from the side of humanity, he is bested on two occasions 

by self-sacrifice which is undeniably a trait that highlights human qualities, especially when 

contrasted with the idea of magic and power as unanimous concepts. The first instance can be 

seen when King Maxim Maresh marches out to face Osaron with the intention of luring him 

into a trap which involves forfeiting his own life. It is a futile attempt from the start, and 

Maxim is aware it will not be enough to kill Osaron, going so far as to say that there is no 

shame in dying (Schwab A Conjuring of Light 502). However, although the trap is not 

enough to kill Osaron, it does manage to weaken him and his hold on Red London slips 

(Schwab A Conjuring of Light 515). Then Holland’s sacrifice of his magic, the thing he has 

previously tried to use to restore his world, is what ultimately contains Osaron (Schwab A 

Conjuring of Light 575). Of course, humanity can be bested by itself, but with Osaron’s clear 

ties to magic, his storyline is a prime example of humanity emerging triumphant in a battle 

with magic. 
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4. The cost of power 
Power of any sort is generally considered to not be without a cost, and this is something that 

comes into play in the Shades of Magic series and must be acknowledged when discussing 

the topic of man versus magic, and how power plays into magical abilities. There is a 

downside to being perceived as powerful, especially when it is caused by something that the 

wielder cannot control, such as being Antari, which makes Kell and Holland excellent 

examples of how this manifests. They are both used as instruments to display power and warn 

others not to oppose it, with little regard for their own feelings on the matter. Their power, 

which stems from their Antari magic, therefore robs them of agency. 

Kell is literally purchased through the black market by the royal family after his 

parents give him up in exchange for coin and having his mother’s bound magical powers 

restored (Schwab “A Life Erased” 637-638). He is brought into the royal family of Red 

London to serve as a protector for Rhy, and though he is treated as a full-fledged family 

member at the surface, he says himself that he feels “more like a possession than a prince” 

(Schwab A Darker Shade of Magic 52). Furthermore, when the ties of the royal family are 

tested Kell is cast aside by the king and queen. After Kell manages to send the stone 

containing Vitari back to Black London, he returns to explain the situation to his parents. It is 

made quite clear that they do not consider him to be their son in the same way they do Rhy 

when Queen Emira demands to know where their son is, “as if they had only one” (Schwab A 

Darker Shade of Magic 390). Once Kell is proven to have a will of his own that does not 

align completely with what is expected of him, he loses his status as a family member, as far 

as the king and queen are concerned, and his own perception of himself as a possession is 

realized. 

Holland is made a servant of the crown of White London, as his presence is meant to 

deter the less powerful from attempting to take it, and it is through this service that he comes 

to lose a great deal of his agency. When serving under his friend Vor, the then king states 

that: 

Ruling is a balance between hope and fear. I may have a way with people, but you 

have a way of frightening them… Together we are a welcome and a warning, and I 

would have each and every one of them know that my black-eyed knight, my sharpest 

sword, stands firmly beside me. (Schwab A Conjuring of Light 354). 

Even though Holland is Vor’s friend, it is also made clear that Vor considers him an 

instrument to remain in power. Nevertheless, the Danes are able to assassinate Vor and seize 
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the White London throne, thus proving that despite the threat of Holland’s magic, it is not 

powerful enough to maintain rule of a world torn by violence (Schwab A Conjuring of Light 

379). Then as events progress, Holland becomes more used to being nothing more than an 

instrument, ultimately losing his will to Athos Dane as has been mentioned previously. The 

magnitude of his power is what sets him down the path of having very little agency until he 

discovers his humanity. 

         Despite their protests throughout the series that they are not alike, Kell and Holland’s 

circumstances are very similar as they come from worlds that perceive magic as power. Due 

to that paradigm in thought, their powers get them tangled in the affairs of the monarchy as 

symbols of power, and they are robbed of agency. These circumstances become clearer in this 

way when contrasted with the third Antari of the series, Lila Bard, who comes from Grey 

London, a world that has forgotten that magic ever existed, and thus remains a free agent, 

able to pursue her goals with little regard for the will of kings. She does still participate in the 

fight against Vitari for the sake of adventure, and then in the battle against Osaron due to her 

connections to Kell and the other people she has come to know in the world of Red London, 

but those decisions are not affected by the will of a higher power. Therefore, it can be said 

that due to being born into worlds with such firm views on magic in relation to power, Kell 

and Holland are robbed of having any true power in their own lives. 
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5. Conclusion 
The idea of magic as a manifestation of power is prevalent in the worlds of the Shades of 

Magic series, especially in White and Red London. Given the history these worlds have with 

Black London and each other, one can come to understand why these ideas have manifested 

and thus shaped the view of entire cultures. White London is desperate to keep hold of their 

fading magic and has fallen to violence as a constant struggle for power takes place, and Red 

London has prospered with their magical abilities intact. Despite this, it can be seen during 

moments of character growth and intense story beats that in actuality it is those who embrace 

their human qualities that hold the most power. While magic plays some role in the 

accomplishments that are reached throughout the course of the series, the greatest feats are 

those where humanity shows its superiority. 

 The connections and clashes of magic and humanity as themes further strengthen the 

point that humanity is a greater force of power. The two concepts are shown to both work in 

harmony and directly oppose each other, but in the case of the latter humanity usually 

triumphs. This can be seen manifesting in the story in two ways. On one hand, the brotherly 

connection between Kell and Rhy, a powerful Antari and a magicless prince, is shown to be 

incredibly strong, mostly due to their humanity, but also through magic. On the other hand, 

Osaron’s struggle to define himself as either god or king, terms which can be equated to 

magic and man, shows the strain between the terms and how they can clash. It is also stated 

in the series that magic cannot function effectively without humanity, while humanity is 

proven to thrive despite magic’s absence. Therefore, with one concept being reliant on the 

other to function, it has to be the concept which is not dependent on the other that holds more 

power. 

Moreover, by considering what power costs to hold, it can be argued that power in the 

form of magic is not worth the burden which follows it. This cost can be seen in both the 

burdens Kell and Holland bear, as well as the fates of various rulers of White London who 

have perished in the bloodshed caused by the struggle for the throne. Those who hold that 

kind of power forfeit agency and control of their own lives until a shift in the viewpoint of the 

societies of White and Red London can take place, which is hinted at at the end of A 

Conjuring of Light. Once Holland is free of his magic, he accomplished his life’s goal, and 

when Rhy ascends to the throne of Arnes, Kell is able to realize his dream of seeing what the 

world has to offer. Finally, it can be said that magic admittedly has its uses, but the 

implications of wielding volumes of it that leave one to be considered powerful far outweigh 
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the benefits of having it. When all of this is considered, it can be concluded that true power in 

the Shades of Magic series takes the form of humanity rather than magic. 
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